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The electrolytic decomposition of earth‐abundant H~2~O, consisting of the oxygen evolution and hydrogen evolution half‐cell reactions, holds significant promise for generating clean H~2~ fuel.[1](#advs1291-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} However, the slow kinetics of the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) limits the efficiency of the overall process. ABO~3~‐type perovskite oxides are attractive electrocatalysts for promoting the OER in alkaline environments,[2](#advs1291-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#advs1291-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#advs1291-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} in that their activities are comparable to those of benchmark catalysts such as RuO~2~ and IrO~2~, both of which employ expensive and scarce metals.[3](#advs1291-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}

The OER activity of perovskite oxides is strongly dependent on their electronic structure, and many studies have focused on identifying activity descriptors based on the electronic properties of the surface or bulk.[3](#advs1291-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#advs1291-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#advs1291-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#advs1291-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#advs1291-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#advs1291-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} These descriptors span from molecular orbital based models to band theory and include the number of d electrons,[9](#advs1291-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} e~g~ orbital filling,[3](#advs1291-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#advs1291-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} metal 3d--oxygen 2p hybridization,[11](#advs1291-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} the position of the oxygen p band center relative to the Fermi level (*E* ~F~),[2](#advs1291-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#advs1291-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} and charge transfer energy (*∆*).[5](#advs1291-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Some studies suggest that the chemical properties of perovskite oxides are controlled by the metal 3d band filling.[2](#advs1291-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#advs1291-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Previous calculations show that a lower metal 3d band center weakens the metal--oxygen chemisorption energy,[13](#advs1291-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} which is believed to be favorable for enhanced OER activity.[2](#advs1291-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Others have taken a more localized approach, focusing on e~g~ orbital filling in the B‐site transition metal cation. In this paradigm, an e~g~ occupancy slightly greater than unity is considered optimal for OER.[3](#advs1291-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} However, in comparing materials with similar e~g~ occupancies, significant differences in OER activities still exist,[3](#advs1291-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#advs1291-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} underscoring the importance of considering the nature of metal--oxygen orbital overlap in descriptions of oxygen electrocatalysis. Recently, the charge transfer energy *∆*, which is the energy difference between the oxygen 2p and metal 3d orbital energies, was proposed as a key electronic descriptor for OER activity.[5](#advs1291-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}

Perovskite‐structured nickelates, in particular LaNiO~3~ (LNO), have attracted considerable attention for their desirable OER performance.[3](#advs1291-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Various approaches including strain engineering,[2](#advs1291-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#advs1291-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} cation nonstoichiometry controlling[16](#advs1291-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} have been explored in pursuit of enhancing the OER activity of nickelates. Aliovalent substitution of Sr^2+^ or Ba^2+^ for A‐site La^3+^ in LaMO~3~ (M = Co, Fe),[6](#advs1291-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#advs1291-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#advs1291-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#advs1291-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#advs1291-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} has been demonstrated to be an effective approach for enhancing OER activity. Recently, Sankannavar et al.[20](#advs1291-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} reported that Sr‐doped LNO powders show significantly higher OER activity than pure LNO. However, according to the e~g~ occupancy design principle,[3](#advs1291-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} La~1−~ *~x~*Sr*~x~*NiO~3~ (LSNO) formation would essentially reduce the e~g~ orbital occupancy to less than unity, which can be unfavorable for OER.[2](#advs1291-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#advs1291-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} It is thus important to examine this discrepancy to elucidate how electronic structure and OER activity of La~1−~ *~x~*Sr*~x~*NiO~3~ evolve as a function of *x*.

We have synthesized a set of compositionally and structurally well‐defined epitaxial LSNO films over the full range of compositions and have investigated the resulting properties to establish the impact of Sr alloying on LSNO electronic structure and OER activity. The films were deposited using oxygen plasma--assisted molecular beam epitaxy (OPA‐MBE). In contrast to previous studies of LSNO particles,[20](#advs1291-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} these epitaxial films have controlled surface areas and orientations, and are free of secondary phases such as NiO and SrCO~3~. These films are thus ideally suited for fundamental investigations to reveal the underlying mechanisms. In‐plane transport measurements confirm that the LSNO films become insulating when *x* exceeds 0.5 (Figure S1, Supporting Information). Due to the large potential voltage drop across the films, we cannot reliably measure OER activity for La~0.25~Sr~0.75~NiO~3~ and SrNiO~3−~ *~δ~*. However, within the measurable range (0 ≤ *x* ≤ 0.5), the OER activity is found to increase with *x*, with *x* = 0.5 being the most active. By combining X‐ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and X‐ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) with density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we show that increasing the Sr mole fraction in LSNO system induces an upward shift of the O 2p bands relative to the Fermi level, strengthening Ni 3d--O 2p hybridization, and decreasing *∆*, which accounts for the enhanced OER activity.

Epitaxial LSNO films of thickness equal to 20 unit cells (u.c.) were grown on (001)‐oriented LaAlO~3~ (LAO) substrates by OPA‐MBE.[21](#advs1291-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#advs1291-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Bulk LNO exhibits a rhombohedral structure with a room‐temperature pseudocubic lattice constant of ≈3.84 Å.[23](#advs1291-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} LAO with its pseudocubic lattice constant of ≈3.794 Å was used as the substrate because of its small in‐plane lattice mismatch with LNO. **Figure** [**1**](#advs1291-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a shows a schematic illustration of the alternating deposition and annealing approach to grow these LSNO films. The elemental fluxes for La, Sr, and Ni were calibrated using a quartz crystal oscillator positioned at the sample growth location. During growth, activated oxygen from an electron cyclotron plasma source operating at 40 W and a pressure of 5 × 10^−6^ Torr was used to achieve higher oxidizing power than that achievable with molecular oxygen (O~2~). In addition, all samples were annealed in activated oxygen for 84 s at 650 °C after the growth of each 2 u.c. increment (which also required 84 s to deposit) by programming the source shutters. The samples are designated Sr0, Sr12, Sr25, and Sr50 for *x* values of 0, 0.12, 0.25, and 0.5, respectively. Figure [1](#advs1291-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b shows the reflection high‐energy electron diffraction (RHEED) patterns for the as‐grown LSNO films. RHEED is a powerful in situ technique used to characterize the surface structure of [crystalline](http://crystalline) materials. These patterns exhibit sharp, bright, unmodulated streaks and no extra diffraction spots, demonstrating excellent crystallinity, smooth surface morphology, and no secondary phases. Atomic force microscope measurements further confirmed flat surfaces with root‐mean square roughness ≈0.2 nm for these LSNO films (Figure S2, Supporting Information). Figure [1](#advs1291-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}c shows crystal truncation rod maps from high‐energy X‐ray surface diffraction.[24](#advs1291-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Bragg spots for the films are aligned with and overlap the substrates peaks, indicating coherent epitaxial growth with the same crystal orientation as the LAO. Keissig fringes are clearly seen along with the main Bragg diffraction rods for all films, demonstrating a well‐defined lattice spacing with sharp interfaces and flat surfaces. Only an a^−^a^−^a^−^ type octahedral rotation pattern, propagated from the substrate, is observed.[25](#advs1291-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} No extra a^+^ or b^+^ type rotation is seen, even for the highest *x* values. These results demonstrate that phase pure LSNO of high structural quality grow without secondary phase formation. Figure [1](#advs1291-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}d shows resistivity versus temperature for the LSNO film series. All samples exhibit metallic behavior over the entire temperature range measured.

![a) Schematic illustration of the controlled growth of LSNO films by OPA‐MBE. Every 2 u.c. deposition (shutter open) was followed by an 84 s in situ annealing (shutter close) in activated oxygen. The inset schematic diagram illustrates that the oxygen vacancies can be healed by the oxygen annealing. b) RHEED patterns for LSNO films grown on LAO viewed along the \[100\] zone axis. LaNiO~3~ is referred to as "Sr0," La~0.88~Sr~0.12~NiO~3~ as "Sr12," La~0.75~Sr~0.25~NiO~3~ as "Sr25," and La~0.5~Sr~0.5~NiO~3~ as "Sr50." c) Reciprocal space mapping for the crystal truncation rods of LSNO films. The broad spot comes from parasitic scattering of W stripes used to block the extremely strong substrate Bragg peaks. d) Resistivity versus temperature on warming for LSNO films on LAO substrates.](ADVS-6-1901073-g001){#advs1291-fig-0001}

We now consider the effect of Sr substitution for La on OER activity. LSNO films were electrically contacted on the front and OER activity was measured using a standard three‐electrode configuration in O~2~ saturated 0.1 [m]{.smallcaps} potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution.[14](#advs1291-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} **Figure** [**2**](#advs1291-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a and Figure S3 (Supporting Information) show cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves to assess OER activity and reveal a clear trend toward enhanced activity with increasing *x*. The specific activities (current density at 1.6 V vs the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE)) are presented in Figure [2](#advs1291-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b. It is clear that Sr^2+^ substitution for La^3+^ is favorable for OER, with Sr50 exhibiting 315 µA cm^−2^ ~oxide~, five higher than that for Sr0 (61 µA cm^−2^ ~oxide~). For further quantitative comparison, we define the potential required to reach a current density of 50 µA cm^−2^ ~oxide~, as the OER onset potential (*E* ~OER~),[3](#advs1291-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#advs1291-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} and calculate the overpotential (η) according to the formula η = *E* ~OER~ − 1.23 V. We summarize the η values for our LSNO films as well as those from other previous studies of pure LNO using the same metric in Figure [2](#advs1291-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}c. For pure LNO, our Sr0 sample shows a η value of ≈0.36 V, similar to those from previous studies.[2](#advs1291-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#advs1291-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} As *x* increases from 0 to 0.5, η continuously decreases, and Sr50 exhibits the smallest η value at 0.29 V, comparable to that of the state‐of‐the‐art catalyst Ba~0.5~Sr~0.5~Co~0.8~Fe~0.2~O~3−~ *~δ~*.[3](#advs1291-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} The Tafel plots for our LSNO films shown in Figure [2](#advs1291-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}d display a clear decrease in Tafel slope for higher *x*. The larger increase in current density for a given change in overpotential reveals favorable kinetics and efficient charge transfer at the higher *x* values. Previous consideration of LNO employing Marcus theory with experimentally determined electron affinity and hydroxide affinity have shown that the potentially limiting ---O to ---OOH step proceeds through a decoupled electron‐then‐proton transfer process,[5](#advs1291-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} which coupled with the present decrease in Tafel slopes with Sr suggest that electron transfer is not limiting in the LSNO system. Moreover, Figure [2](#advs1291-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a shows that the addition of Sr causes an increase in the current associated with the oxidation (1.4 V) and reduction (1.3 V) of nickel. Note that while the current from CV is similar in each cycle for low Sr content, activity increases with cycling for higher Sr content (Figure S3, Supporting Information). For better understanding of this trend, more investigation in our labs by ambient pressure X‐ray photoelectron spectroscopy to probe the surface chemistry in situ and by extensive OER testing under different pH environments are still ongoing.

![a) Cyclic voltammetry (CV) of LSNO films measured in O~2~ saturated 0.1 [m]{.smallcaps} KOH at a scan rate of 10 mV s^−1^, normalized by the specific area with voltage corrected for the electrolyte resistance. b) A comparison of the specific OER activities (current density at 1.6 V vs RHE) of LSNO films. c) Overpotentials (η) for LSNO films as required to obtain 0.05 mA cm^−2^ ~oxide~ in CV measurements. The η values of LaNiO~3~ reported from the literature are also plotted for comparison. The numbers in brackets are the citation numbers. d) Tafel plot of the OER activities of LSNO films. Points are obtained from steady state measurements by chronoamperometry, with lines as guides to the eye.](ADVS-6-1901073-g002){#advs1291-fig-0002}

As shown in Figure [1](#advs1291-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}d, LNO (Sr0) shows the most conductive behavior. However, Sr0 is not the most OER active. This result is in contrast to previous studies of La~1−~ *~x~*Sr*~x~*CoO~3~, where OER activity increased with conductivity.[19](#advs1291-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} While the parent LaNiO~3~ is metallic, LaCoO~3~ is insulating. Conductivity is proportional to the product of mobility and carrier concentration. For the La~1−~ *~x~*Sr*~x~*CoO~3~ system, Sr doping increases the carrier concentration, leading to an increase in conductivity. But for La~1−~ *~x~*Sr*~x~*NiO~3~, Sr doping may increase the carrier density, but it will also decrease the mobility due to the increase of ionized impurity scattering. The product of these two effects induces a decrease in conductivity. In order to better understand the relationship between OER activity and electronic structure, we performed XAS and XPS measurements at room temperature to probe the unoccupied and occupied electronic states, respectively. **Figure** [**3**](#advs1291-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a and Figure S4 (Supporting Information) show the normalized O K‐edge XAS pre‐edge features for the film series. The peaks fall at ≈528 eV, and correspond to a transition from the O 1s core to the lowest unoccupied hybridized O 2p--Ni 3d band. We designate this transition as 3d^8^ [L]{.ul} → c3d^8^ where [L]{.ul} and c denote a hole in the O 2p ligand orbital and an O 1s core hole, respectively.[26](#advs1291-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#advs1291-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#advs1291-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} The O K prepeak width can be used to measure the degree of O 2p--Ni 3d hybridization as it is related to the Ni---O---Ni bond angle, as has been well elucidated in previous studies.[29](#advs1291-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#advs1291-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#advs1291-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} Figure [3](#advs1291-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a,b shows that the O K pre‐edge peak width increases with increasing *x*, suggesting an increase in Ni 3d--O 2p hybridization. According to previous studies,[3](#advs1291-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#advs1291-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} the OER activity is strongly related to the ability of the electrocatalyst surface to bind oxygen. The reaction intermediates, including \*OH, \*O, \*OOH, interact with the catalyst surface through the oxygen atom.[33](#advs1291-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Enhanced Ni 3d--O 2p hybridization can improve electron extraction from oxygen adsorbates, thus increasing the OER activity.[11](#advs1291-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Note that this enhancement of Ni 3d--O 2p hybridization may result from the increase of Ni oxidation state by Sr^2+^ substitution. Our in situ XPS measurements (Figure [3](#advs1291-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c and Figure S5 (Supporting Information)) indeed reveal a shift of the Ni 2p~1/2~ peak to the higher binding energy with increasing *x*, suggesting an increase in Ni valence. While the elusive Ni^4+^ is difficult to pinpoint spectroscopically, the X‐ray diffraction (XRD) data suggest its existence as follows. Sr^2+^ has a larger ionic radius than La^3+^ (1.26 vs 1.16 Å),[34](#advs1291-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} thus the lattice parameters of LSNO should increase as *x* increases. However, as shown in Figure [1](#advs1291-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}c and Figure S6 (Supporting Information), the lattice parameter becomes smaller with Sr doping, which can only be rationalized by Ni^4+^ creation. The smaller ionic radius of Ni^4+^ would shorten the Ni---O bond length, leading to the enhancement of covalency or Ni 3d--O 2p hybridization.

![a) Soft X‐ray absorption O K pre‐edge spectra for LSNO films taken at 300 K. b) O K prepeak full width at half maximum (FWHM) values near 528 eV and Ni 2p~1/2~ peak energies extracted from (c) versus *x*. c) La 3d and Ni 2p XPS measured in situ for the LSNO film series. All spectra are shifted so the associated O 1s peaks fall at 530.0 eV. As a guide to the eye, we mark the La 3d~5/2~ peak position with a magenta dashed line. Inset: Ni 2p~1/2~ spectra for which the peak shift with *x* is clearly seen. These asymmetric peaks were fit to a pair of model functions (dashed curves) solely for the purpose of tracking changes in the binding energy with *x*, as plotted in panel (b).](ADVS-6-1901073-g003){#advs1291-fig-0003}

The enhancement in hybridization is also reflected in the evolution of the valence band (VB). A clear upward shift of the O 2p band is observed in our XPS measurements (**Figure** [**4**](#advs1291-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a) and DFT calculations (Figure [4](#advs1291-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}b). For pure LNO (Sr0), the VB spectrum consists of three features labeled as A, B, and C. By contrast, Sr50 exhibits only two distinct components as features A and B merge. According to our DFT calculations (Figure [4](#advs1291-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}b) and previous reports,[35](#advs1291-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#advs1291-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} feature A is assigned to a predominantly occupied Ni 3d band with minor O 2p character. Feature B arises primarily from O---O interactions and is assigned to the nonbonding O 2p band with only a small covalent admixture of Ni 3d, whereas feature C is assigned to bonding states. The experimental spectra are in good agreement with our DFT calculations; the O 2p band shifts upward in energy and moves close to *E* ~F~, inducing mixing of features A and B, as observed in the VB spectra for Sr50 (Figure [4](#advs1291-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a). The merging of features A and B is due not only to the reduced spacing between the two peaks, but also to the fact the antibonding state has more O 2p character than the nonbonding state with enhanced Ni 3d--O 2p hybridization (Figure [4](#advs1291-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}b). Figure [4](#advs1291-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}c shows the computed average onsite energies of the O 2p and Ni 3d bands relative to *E* ~F~. With increasing *x*, O 2p bands shift up and move closer to *E* ~F~. The upshift of the O 2p bands, which enhances Ni 3d--O 2p hybridization (covalency), is due to the decrease in Coulomb interaction with the A site cation when the valence of the latter changes from 3+ to 2+. Viewed from a different perspective, Sr^2+^ substitution for La^3+^ results in hole doping in LNO, driving a downward shift in *E* ~F~ relative to pure LNO. As the O 2p band center shifts upward and approaches *E* ~F~, the antibonding states below *E* ~F~ exhibit greater oxygen character, which in turn promotes electron transfer to and from oxygen by allowing Ni 3d to mix more strongly with O 2p, thus leading to higher OER activity. We note that a shift of the O 2p band closer to the Fermi level leads to activation during cycling in Co oxides[12](#advs1291-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} and the formation of an amorphous Co oxide layer,[37](#advs1291-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} and while LNO\'s O 2p band center is low enough such change is unexpected, the increase with Sr content could trigger such a structural change during OER. However, changes in LSNO film capacitance with cycling was not observed, suggesting that the electrochemical surface area remains unchanged with cycling.

![a) XPS VB spectra for Sr0 and Sr50. b) Computed partial and total densities of states from DFT. The black dashed line denotes *E* ~F~. c) Average onsite energies of O 2p and Ni 3d orbitals with *E* ~F~ as the reference. d) Schematic energy band diagram for LaNiO~3~ and La~1−~ *~x~*Sr*~x~*NiO~3~ (*x* \> 0), where *Δ* is the charge transfer energy.](ADVS-6-1901073-g004){#advs1291-fig-0004}

In perovskite transition metal oxides, the extent of metal 3d--oxygen 2p hybridization scales with the ratio of the transfer integral to charge transfer energy (*∆*).[38](#advs1291-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} For nickelates, the Ni 3d--O 2p hybridization is primarily controlled by *∆*, while the transfer integral has a weaker influence.[36](#advs1291-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} The evolution of Ni 3d and O 2p bands revealed in our VB measurements and DFT calculations confirm the decrease in *∆* with increasing *x* as a result of stronger hybridization. Based on the above analysis, we show a schematic energy band diagram (Figure [4](#advs1291-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}d) for pure LNO and LSNO (*x* \> 0). The decrease in *∆* should enhance OER activity as *x* increases. Hole doping of the O 2p band can lead to more effective electronic screening at the surface, decreasing the barrier for the electron transfer step of the OER.[5](#advs1291-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}

In summary, we have demonstrated that Sr^2+^ substitution for La^3+^ in LaNiO~3~ is an effective way to improve OER activity. The combination of experimental results with DFT calculations demonstrates that synthesizing this solid solution reduces the charge transfer energy and strengthens Ni 3d--O 2p hybridization, which in turn leads to higher OER activity. At *x* = 0.5 (La~0.5~Sr~0.5~NiO~3~), the overpotential required to achieve 50 µA cm^−2^ ~oxide~ is 0.29 V, which is comparable to that of the state‐of‐the‐art catalyst Ba~0.5~Sr~0.5~Co~0.8~Fe~0.2~O~3−~ *~δ~*. Our study offers new insights into the effect of solid solution formation on OER activity in perovskite nickelates and will promote the application of this solid‐state chemistry to make effective oxygen electrocatalysts.
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